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Thank You for Choosing Mortex Forms

For over 40 years, Mortex has been the contractor’s
choice for innovative and superior quality products. In
1962, Mortex revolutionized the swimming pool
industry with the introduction of Keystone Kool Deck®,
a product that literally changed the face of swimming
pool decks forever. Since then, Mortex has continued to
set the industry standards for product innovation,
quality and customer service.

Mortex was the first to create and pioneer the use of
disposable cantilever deck forms. Years of continued
development have lead to a diverse product line that
adds to the contractor’s possibilities, efficiency, quality,
and success. Mortex offers a wide variety of applications
and styles for cantilever deck edges, including:

Today, Mortex is the brand to trust. When you’re doing
your best job, have the quality of Mortex products
working for you.

• Four styles of standard forms.
• Forms for fiberglass or vinyl pools.
• Edge solutions for automatic pool covers.
• Forms for concrete countertops, cornice moulding,
and cantilever style steps.
• A variety of possibilities for fiber optic lighting.
• A complement of accessories for any poured
concrete project.
Contact your local distributor and ask for Mortex.
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Having a Competitive Edge
Comes in Many Forms

Many Choices for
Style and Elegance

Extend Your Efficiency – Quick, Easy, Beautiful
Mortex Cantilever Forms are the premier disposable forms used today by contractors.
Mortex introduced the first expanded polystyrene disposable cantilever forms, and has
years of manufacturing experience. Designed and engineered for style and
performance, Mortex forms come in a
wide variety of designer shapes, are
simple to use, and are ideal for a wide
variety of applications.

Patented Anchoring System
Mortex also invented and pioneered the
Spear and Button anchoring system,
which is far superior to conventional tie
wires. This patented button-locking
mechanism enables these forms to be set
with speed, and then cleanly removed
with just a twist of the button.
• Mortex Cantilever Forms are quick to set and even quicker to remove.
• Cove strip acts as a water stop and eliminates the need to grout or caulk the joint
between the tile and deck.
• Form flexibility gives designers and contractors endless options in pool shapes
(1 ft. radius capability with use of filament tape).

Mortex offers a wide variety
of applications and styles for
cantilever deck edges.

www.mortex.com
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Edge Solutions for
Fiberglass Pools

An Advanced Attachment
System for Vinyl-Liner Pools

Mortex fiberglass
cantilever deck forms are
designed and engineered
for practical use with any
in-ground fiberglass pool.
Mortex fiberglass forms
come with either
advanced spear and
button system or tie
wires to accommodate
varying edge widths.

Automatic Pool
Cover Edging
Elegant Solution Offers Ease and Economy
Mortex aluminum and vinyl Keylock Liner Forms are
the perfect solution for the installation of a cantilever
deck on a vinyl-liner pool. This patented system offers a
unique combination of functionality and practicality.

Patented Keylock System
Mortex reusable keys are simple
to use and economical.

Simple and easy-to-install keys push right into the liner
lock, allowing the form to be set quickly and securely.
After installation, the keys are simply removed with a
twist and are reusable for the next job.
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With all of the
advantages of our
standard Mortex
cantilever deck forms,
these forms are designed
for those who require the
built-in convenience of
an automatic pool cover
system.

Glow-Rite:
Another Bright Idea

Tac-It: Edge Lighting
For the Existing Pool

Simple Fiber Optic Lighting System
Now a modern, secure anchoring system allows the contractor to install fiber optic
lighting that's permanent. Mortex’s Glow-Rite® Lighting Form System is designed for
ease of installation and for long, lasting durability. GlowRite offers lighting that is visible above an automatic pool
cover, and sits above water line – staying cleaner with less
mineral, oil or grease deposits than other lighting
methods. Glow-Rite comes in two track variations
designed to handle the multiple shapes of fiberoptic
cabling. It is available in all of Mortex form types including: Standard, Fiberglass, KeyLock, Automatic Pool Cover, Cornice Moulding and Step Forms.

Glow-Rite offers
track variations and
an easy-to-use
anchor lock system.

Now it is possible to add
fiberoptic lighting to an
existing pool. Mortex
offers the only solution
available on the market
with Tac-It®.
Tac-It is an innovative
and patented fastener
that allows the contractor
to easily, and cost
effectively install
perimeter lighting on an
existing pool edge. Tac-It
works on all Mortex
cantilever decks
containing cove strip, and
universally fits all fiberoptic lighting strips.
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Forming Edges on Working Surfaces
Pour-in-Place Possibilities: Quick to Set
and Remove Leaving a Clean, Stylish Edge
The beauty, feel and longevity of concrete incorporated
into tabletops, counters, and other work surfaces is
becoming more popular.

Keystone

Poly

Mortex concrete forms offer the contractor a proven
solution for this growing market. With a wide variety of
edge styles available, Mortex forms will meet the special
needs of cast-in-place countertop construction. Mortex
applies years of form manufacturing experience to
provide easy-to-use and reliable products for the
countertop contractor.
Visit Mortex.com or contact your local distributor to
find out more about Mortex poured-in-place concrete
possibilities.

Hemi
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Style and Easy Install: A
Step in the Right Direction

Moulding Forms for
Decorative Walls

Incorporate Cantilever Style to Steps
Cantilever-style steps are now available with Mortex Step Form liner, offering ease
of installation and an elegant look for any concrete step. Mortex's step liner forms offer
a convenient and decorative alternative to traditional steps. The exclusive Mortex
angled edge makes smaller form footprint and allows float access closer to the
corner of the step.
• Varying break points on the form allow for full 4", 6", and 8" high steps.
• Angled form bottom allows for float access, not available with wooden forming.
• Cushions against concrete and can be stripped and finished much earlier
than traditional forms.
• Bender Boards, or wooden forms may be used to set radius steps.
• Available in a variety of elegant styles.

Mortex Cornice
Moulding Forms are
designed for the easiest
form application of any
disposable wall cap in the
industry. Mortex’s simple
Wall Tie and Dog system
eliminates the need for
cumbersome clamps and
mounts. Mortex offers a
wide variety of form
styles for casting edges
for concrete caps, block
walls, glass block walls,
and planters.
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For more information on these products and our
Concrete Topping and Plastic product lines,
please visit:

www.mortex.com
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Corporate Headquarters
1818 W. Price Street
Tucson, AZ 85705-2217 USA
Toll-Free 800.338.3225
Phone 520.887.2631
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